CHINESE DELEGATES IN ATTENDANCE

Dr Shengfei Gan, is a geologist based in South Africa. He was formerly CEO of China African Precious Metals, Senior Strategist of Anglo American and Chief Representative of Kumba Resources in China. He has experience in minerals and mining investments, business management, deal-making and cross-culture management.
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Tony Fang, PhD, is Professor of Business Administration at Stockholm University School of Business. Tony Fang is the author of the books *Chinese Business Negotiating Style* (Thousand Oaks: Sage) and *Att göra affärer i dagens Kina* (Stockholm, SNS). His writings have also appeared in international business and management journals as well as in media. Before joining the academia, Tony Fang worked as a marine architect and shipping investment manager in China, with sailing experience from China to Europe and vice versa. Tony Fang’s research and teaching interests include cross-cultural management and leadership, intercultural communication and negotiation, Chinese business culture and negotiating style, internationalization of Chinese firms, global sourcing, etc.
Jindi An (known as “Andi” in South Africa) is a China-South Africa expert, who specialised in cultural, trading and social interactions between these two countries. He is holding a MA Degree in International Relations, a BAH Degree in Group Dynamics and a BA Degree in International Trading and English Communication. He is the funder of Clipper International Network, now an international trade and culture facilitation group that has offices and representatives in over 12 countries and regions. In South Africa, he also Jindi works closely with many local government, organisations and companies, to promote and facilitate the relationship between China and South Africa.
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